By e-mail
Ms L Drake,
Abbey Line Project,
Hertfordshire CC Passenger Transport Unit,
County Hall,
Pegs Lane,
Hertford. SG13 8TJ.
22nd June 2012
Dear Liz,
Re: Abbey Line Surveys, May 2012
This note reports on our latest counts of rail patronage on the St Albans Abbey branch,
together with the results of the on-train passenger survey carried out in a similar format to
last May. The main changes to the on-train passenger survey were to get street-level
information about origins and destinations along the line, and to press for more information
on Oyster card usage. The passenger counts were conducted on the weekdays of 22/23 May
and the weekends of 19/20 & 26/27 May. Because the train service ran well throughout, no
trains had to be resurveyed. Full details of the data collected can be found in the attached
spreadsheet.
Surveying Methods
The method used for the surveys included boarding and alighting passenger counts at each
station in each direction. In a few cases, passengers boarded Eastbound services at Park
Street in order to avoid simply waiting for the train to go to St Albans and come back again;
the figures have been adjusted to reflect the real trips made by these passengers.
Counts were supplemented by survey data from face-to-face interviews with passengers.
This captured their travel purpose and ticket type, as well as asking about their ultimate
offline rail destination and the street level origin/destination of the Abbey line station, together
with the mode of travel used to access the line.
Passenger Counts
These need to be understood in the context of May/June demand generally lying slightly
below demand in October. This year’s demand follows the trends seen historically.
Overall, the number of passengers counted travelling on the Abbey Line decreased by less
than 1% between October 2011 and May 2012, but comparison with the May 2010 counts
suggests that weekly patronage is about 6% up on the number recorded at the same period
last year. Taking a longer-term perspective, it can also be seen that there has been an
overall increase in traffic of 32% since we began this programme of surveys in May 2006
(see Figure 1). However, there is considerable variation between different days of the week,
as discussed below.

Weekday traffic
At 1724 boarders per day, this shows a 6% increase since May 2011, and is the largest
number of weekday boarders ever recorded in our surveys. The current value is not
significantly (i.e. less than 1%) down since October 2011; however, traffic in May is often
somewhat (e.g. several percentage points) lower than that in October, which is a month of
maximum commuting and educational traffic. We can therefore deduce that the upward trend
is continuing.

Figure 1. Comparison of Recent Patronage Figures, Abbey Line

Figure 2. Breakdown of Recent Patronage Figures, Abbey Line
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The average train load has increased again to 25 passengers, 2 passengers per train more
than in the previous May surveys. As ever, the busiest train is in the morning: 133
passengers alighted from the 07:42 ex St. Albans Abbey, when it arrived at Watford Junction
at 07:58. All morning peak trains had increased in patronage since last May and all but the
07:42 ex St. Albans Abbey has increased in patronage, from October. The latter train has
returned to historic usage levels, perhaps because of changes to connections with the main
line, which are particularly important: the ticket survey shows that over 50% of commuters
change trains at Watford.
Train arriving in Watford at:
Passengers alighting Oct 07
Passengers alighting May 08
Passengers alighting Oct 08
Passengers alighting May 09
Passengers alighting Oct 09
Passengers alighting May 10
Passengers alighting Oct 10
Passengers alighting May 11
Passengers alighting Oct 11
Passengers alighting May 12
Change May 11 – May 12
Change Oct 11 – May 12

07:16

07:58

08:41

09:38

93
86
58
60
71
59
87
83
73
117
+40.9%
+60.2%

147
175
151
145
140
134
130
117
164
133
+13.6%
-18.9%

123
124
127
104
84
106
118
110
119
124
+12.7%
+4.2%

45
40
30
29
38
40
31
43
48
43
+0.0%
-10.4%

Figures 3 and 4 show the allocation of weekday passengers to trains arriving at the two key
stations; note how St Albans functions as both an origin and a destination, whilst Watford Jct
is overwhelmingly a destination, as in previous surveys.

Figure 3. Comparison of Weekday Abbey Line Alighters at Watford Junction
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Figure 4. Comparison of Weekday Alighters at St. Albans Abbey
Weekday traffic to Watford is substantially higher than from Watford. This is largely due to
about 100 passengers making use of the train in the morning peak, but not in the evening.
An inability for passengers to match their after-work/shopping requirements to the relativelylimited evening peak frequency is likely to be the cause.
Saturday traffic
Saturday traffic is down by less than 1% compared with last May, and down 8.3% on last
October’s counts. There were large events on both of the Saturdays surveyed, most notably
the football play-offs at Wembley. In general the spreading of surveys across several
Saturdays should minimise the impacts of large events, but this has not really happened this
time.
It should be noted that large events are becoming more and more common at weekends,
providing a driver of weekend demand growth. Owing to the Abbey Lines’ proximity to
Wembley and other sporting and entertainment venues, this provides particular potential
here. Large events should not be seen as an unwanted impact on the patronage results, but
as more normal occurrences which should not be omitted.
The average train load overall has stayed the same, at 18 passengers per train. The highest
loading was 56, which happened on the 12:22 ex St Albans Abbey.
Sunday traffic
The observed numbers of people travelling on Sunday has increased by 17% on the year
and is the highest Sunday figure we have observed. However the reason may be that there
were big events on the days surveyed, notably the football play-offs. The average trainload is
around 15, which is 2 passengers per train more than last May/June. Several trains had
more than 20 passengers on board at some stage of their journey, and one (the 17:27 from
St Albans) had more than 50 passengers on board.
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Annual Patronage Estimate
Our best estimate of current annual patronage is as set out below. Factors are required to
gross up one-off counts to the annual figures. A factor of 245 has been used for weekdays,
which is slightly less than the actual number of weekdays per year, because a number of
these (e.g. between Christmas and New Year) are particularly quiet. A factor of 56 has been
used for Sundays, which includes the 6 Bank Holidays on which a service is operated, but
also allows for some loss of demand on those Sundays when a substitute bus is used. The
annual estimate is therefore as follows:
Weekdays = 1717* 245 = 420,665
Saturdays = 1229* 52 = 63,908
Sundays = 720* 56 = 40,320
This gives a total annual figure of 524,893 but, given the inevitable inaccuracies involved in
the surveying and calculation process, and slight concerns we have about the impact of
events, we recommend that you take a figure of 520,000 as the best current estimate of
demand on the line. This is a 31.6% increase on the annual patronage estimate of 395,000
derived from our first surveys in May 2006 (compared to a national rail patronage increase of
about 40% in the same period1). The lower-than-average growth on the Abbey line is
explained by the lack of any significant increases in service quality or quantity.
Conclusions
Demand is continuing to grow, and that on Sundays was particularly buoyant. Overall, traffic
has increased by about 6% compared to last May/June. This suggests further recovery from
the effects of the recent economic recession. The overall best estimate of annual demand is
now 520,000 passengers per annum. This figure is 32% up on our first counts and surveys
(carried out in May 2006), and only 1% below the maximum figure recorded in Autumn 2011.
Ticket Survey
As in previous Mays, we undertook a survey of a sample of passengers, examining their
ticketing arrangements and asking a few background questions about their trip. The sample
was scaled up to the relevant daily total at an individual train level, in order to take account of
the differing sample proportions and the changes in travel behaviour across the traffic day. In
order to address low sampling rates on peak services, we used more survey staff on the
busier trains and, for the first time, also undertook some platform-based surveys during the
morning peak at Garston and Watford North; the former of these was particularly productive.
Survey results were obtained from 427 weekday, 233 Saturday and 200 Sunday passengers.
On average, this was equivalent to interviewing about 23% of passengers although, as some
of those refusing to answer did so because they had been interviewed on a previous journey,
we will have covered a greater proportion of trips.
Travel Patterns
Around a quarter of passengers on the Abbey line travel to destinations elsewhere on the
railway network, mostly via Watford Jc but a few changing stations in St Albans. There are
fewer interchanging passengers on Saturdays, but a higher proportion on Sundays.
1

ORR, National Rail Trends, Passenger Journeys on franchised services, by Sector, q4 2011-12 relative to q4
2005-06, published 14/06/12, accessed 21/06/12
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Interchanging passengers constitute between 1/3 (Saturday) and ½ (Sunday) of passengers
travelling to/from Watford Junction.
Weekday Journey Purposes & Ticket Types
The distribution of weekday journey purposes has retained the pattern of previous years, with
just over half of weekday trips being commuting trips to/from work. Leisure, business trips
and educational trips account for most of the remainder.
Weekday ticket types include use of a range of period season tickets and Travelcards, with
many Anytime Singles and Off-peak returns. The proportion of passengers surveyed without
a ticket was lower than in recent years, at around 3% for weekdays; this is due to there being
an RPI throughout the day on the train, and a second guard being on the train (solely for
revenue protection duties) on the busiest morning train. Despite the fact that staff were
obviously making a much greater effort to collect fares revenues this year, we have retained
our categories for “NONE” (where it seemed unlikely at best, that the passenger would be
able to buy a ticket in due course) and “none yet” (when there was a reasonable chance of
their doing so e.g. for trips to Watford Junction, where passengers would have to pass
through the ticket barrier). Instances of passengers are travelling with tickets which they
thought were valid but which were not (e.g. Oyster tickets) were much reduced on last year,
suggesting that the message about these is getting through.

Weekend Journey Purposes & Ticket Types
Journey purposes at the weekends are dominated by leisure traffic (travel to meals out,
sporting events, cinema etc.) and for Visiting Friends & Relatives (VFR).
Although Offpeak return tickets dominate weekend traffic, around one-third of weekend
passengers had no ticket when surveyed; these figures seem to be higher than in previous
years. Although an RPI was seen on one Saturday surveyed it was not for the entire shift,
and he was only seen on one Sunday train. The proportion of ticketless travel seems to imply
no improvement in weekend revenue collection, and hence in the finances of the line. Again,
we must recommend more attention is paid to this: although some passengers will be forced
to purchase a ticket upon arrival at Watford Junction (even if this extra queuing does not
represent good customer service), those travelling entirely locally, or transferring to Oyster
for travel into London will not even have an opportunity to buy a ticket.
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Access to Stations
Survey respondents were requested to provide some indication of their origin/destination
along the Abbey line, either by giving a streetname, postcode or local landmark. This
question was asked at the end of the survey, as it was (correctly) thought that some
respondents would refuse, but nevertheless data was obtained from 323, 168 and 160
passengers from weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays respectively.
The weekday data (for which there are appropriate sample sizes for all the stations on the
branch) has been plotted using Geoplan for each station, and these plots are shown in
Appendix A. However, at an aggregate level, the access/egress mode shares for each day
are as shown below. As can be seen, walking is by far the dominant mode for completing rail
journeys made on the Abbey line, with 80-85% of the final stage of trips being made on foot.
The reduced levels of road congestion on Sundays are presumably the reason for the very
low ‘park and ride’ rates.
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Travelling into St Albans and Watford Town
Just under a third of all people surveyed at the weekend travelled into either St Albans city
centre or Watford town. Development of retail opportunities right next to St Alban’s Abbey
station (Sainsbury’s and other out-of-town shops) means that locals no longer have to travel
into the town for some of their shopping. The railway is a particularly attractive option for
these trips, given its proximity.
Other comments
There have always been a few journeys for which passengers held multiple tickets relating to
the same journey, but these have increased slightly in recent years, particularly from
Internet-based special offers on West Coast services. Train operators and planners alike
need to remember that their services are geared towards the journeys passengers make, not
the tickets held, when these are different. However, the extension of Transport for London’s
“Oyster” products (both Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) and season tickets) to Watford Junction has
significantly increased the proportion of Abbey line passengers using more than one ticket to
complete their journey. This means that ticket sales will record more branch station –
Watford Junction and Watford Junction – London trips than are actually made, and fewer
branch station – London through trips.
As instructed by Hertfordshire CC, a slight change was made when asking the questions to
specify if trips to WFJ went beyond, such as to London, and weather the passenger then
used Oyster. It was found that On Monday only 14 passengers answered that they were
going to use Oyster, On Saturday 31 passengers said that they were going to use Oyster
and a further 11 said that they were going to use Oyster to London. Our best estimates of the
daily total of branch users2 then using Oyster are 113, 91 and 25 for weekdays, Saturdays
and Sundays, representing 7, 7 and 3% of trips respectively.
Even though there has been an attempt to inform passengers that the Abbey Line does not
use Oyster, it should repeated from above that Oyster increases possibilities for fraudulent
travel, since passengers to/from London may risk travelling without tickets on the branch,
2

Made by recoding the tickets seen on the branch (if any) as ‘multiple’
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especially without fear of penalty, whilst touching their Oyster cards in/out at Watford
Junction.
Over the years, there have been problems during our surveys with train services leading to
cancellations. This year we are pleased to note that during the surveys, there were no
cancellations or extraneous delays, although it should be noted that on Tuesday 22nd, there
were delays on the Main Line.
In response to our issue of cleanliness, trains were noticeably cleaner than in previous years,
though a cleaner was not observed on board the train. The train was taken back to the depot
after Saturday’s survey, instead of staying in platform as in previous surveys, and came back
with the same rubbish in on Sunday morning; so had not been cleaned. As there was
evidence of Friday’s newspapers on board the train, it may be safe to assume that the train
had not been cleaned since Friday. The cleanliness of the train was more due to passengers
being more respectful rather than of any action taken, and London Midland are encouraged
to improve this.
Overall Conclusions
Year on year figures show a 6% increase in passenger numbers, but the seasonality that is
shown between May and October still continues with May being 1% lower than October.
Annual patronage on the line is now estimated at 520,000.
Commuting is the dominant journey purposes on weekdays, but leisure at the weekend, with
significant numbers also Visiting Friends & Relatives. Season tickets, ‘Anytime Singles’ and
(especially at weekends) ‘Off-peak Returns’ are the most-used ticket types, but the
proportion of surveyed passengers without a ticket was over 25% at weekends. This
probably makes the introduction of additional Revenue Protection Inspectors financiallypositive.
About a quarter of those surveyed continue their journeys onto other rail lines, but local
journeys along the line dominate on Saturdays. The vast majority of passengers access/
egress from stations on the line on foot.
The use of multiple tickets per journey has increased notably with the introduction of Oyster
to Watford Junction, and around 5% of trips on the line are now made with multiple tickets.
Yours sincerely,

(Dr) Nigel G Harris,
Managing Director
HE1149\HERTS MAY 2012 NOTE120622.DOC
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Appendix A. Geoplan Plots of Locations of Station Users
Key:
Red: 100+ trip ends per day
Dark Blue: 80-100
Green: 60-80
Purple: 40-60
Cyan: 20-40
Yellow: <20

Watford North
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Garston

Bricket Wood
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How Wood

Park Street
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St Albans – whole catchment

St Albans – city catchment
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St Albans – city centre only
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